Graph-Based Rate Control in Pathology Imaging With Lossless Region of Interest Coding.
The increasing availability of digital pathology images has motivated the design of tools to foster multidisciplinary collaboration among researchers, pathologists, and computer scientists. Telepathology plays an important role in the development of collaborative tools, as it facilitates the transmission and access to pathology images by multiple users. However, the huge file size associated with pathology images usually prevents full exploitation of the collaborative telepathology system potential. Within this context, rate control (RC) is an important tool that allows meeting storage and bandwidth requirements by controlling the bit rate of the coded image. In this paper, we propose a novel graph-based RC algorithm with lossless region of interest (RoI) coding for pathology images. The algorithm, which is designed for block-based predictive transform coding methods, compresses the non-RoI in a lossy manner according to a target bit rate and the RoI in a lossless manner. It employs a graph where each node represents a constituent block of the image to be coded. By incorporating information about the coding cost similarities of blocks into the graph, a graph kernel is used to distribute a target bit budget among the non-RoI blocks. In order to increase RC accuracy, the algorithm uses a rate-lambda (R- ) model to approximate the slope of the rate-distortion curve of the non-RoI, and a graph-based approach to guarantee that the target bit rate is accurately attained. The algorithm is implemented in the High-Efficiency Video Coding standard and tested over a wide range of pathology images with multiple RoIs. Evaluation results show that it outperforms the other state-of-the-art methods designed for single images by very accurately attaining the target bit rate of the non-RoI.